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All the charm of all the Muses/ often flowering in a lonely word.
Alfred, Lord Tennyson, 1882. To Virgil, stanza 3.
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n 8 April 2020, the ACC celebrates its 30th
Anniversary. It's been 30 years of brilliant
and inspired crosswords, quizzes and puzzles
of all sorts. And the ACC is thriving 30 years on!
We are sincerely grateful to our Founders for their
history-making contributions to the Cruciverbal Art in
Australia. We also thank our valued contributors: David
Stickley (Puzzle set-up person No 2), Bev Cockburn
(Second Secretary), Ian Williams (our current Puzzle
Editor) and Patrick Street who has been our President
since 1992 and has published our exciting monthly
magazine Crozworld for almost 20 years. Well done
to you all! Here's to another 30 years of success and
puzzling perplexity! Many Happy Returns!
Our outstanding Puzzle Editor Ian Williams has
selected a Special set of puzzles for this Anniversary
month starting with a Half 'n Half by Virgo. In Slots 2
& 3 we feature puzzles by our famed compilers Zythum
and JAXA. InGrid has contributed another challenging
cryptic AJ in Slot 4. Our brilliant Crowsman has given
us another perfect Cryptic puzzle and Ulla Axelsen and
Ian Williams have furnished us with an excellent Slot 6
Cryptic puzzle. Valkyrie has provided another wonderful
Quiz called Body Language.
We sincerely thank all of our Compilers, Adjudicators
and Members for making the ACC such a Special Club
over the past 30 years. The skill and achievements
in presenting our puzzles make our Club very
distinguished. Happy Anniversary and our Best Easter
wishes to you all!
—Patrick

W

ell, March has certainly been a bizarre month for
everyone because of “the Coronavirus”. Officially the
virus has been named SARS-CoV-2 and the disease it
causes named COVID-19. Just to cheer you up, here is a topical
cryptic clue: New coronavirus consuming our tissue, maybe (11).
Slot 1: It was decided that a dot should be awarded for “sparetime” even though “space-time” was the preferred answer. It
was thought that neither the definition nor the wordplay was
sufficiently clear to make the clue a fair one. Deterrence was
spelt with an A once, and “dave” was offered a few times instead
of VALE.
Slot 2: “ostracine” for OSTRACISE and “curio shop” for CARGO
SHIP.
Slot 3: “Crammer” for CRANMER, crenomas” for CREMONAS,
“brad gore” for FRED NILE, “prismion” for PRISMOID.
Slot 4: “Grieves” for GRIEVED.
Slot 5: “Dapto” for DINGO.

COTM:

slot
slot
slot
slot
slot
slot

3,
1,
3,
4,
3,
5,

OIL RIG
DISTRAUGHT
FRED NILE
UNCHASTE
TROPICAL
DINGO.

Please see the important announcements on
prizes on pages 3, 9 & 11.

—Ian Thompson
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Half 'n Half
by

Virgo

Across
1 Put down as a Lilliputian? (8)
5 I'd clue in a complex manner for old mathematician (6)
9 Thaw hide – free zebra hides (8)
10 A brown wild river (6)
12 The smart can initially pry (6)
13 The disposition of a tenor? (8)
15 Higher temperature for hotel taking animal with fur
coat (6)
16 Half were found at a dance (5)
19 Let exclamation be heard from everyone (5)
21 Ireland's almost in – but that's capital! (6)
25 Sobers cartoon cat (8)
26 Sweet unknown code in espionage (6)
28 A gentle offering (6)
29 The French, in support of armour (8)
30 Coup d'etat ordered back in turn (6)
31 One who refuses any free speaker (8)

Down
1 Adorn (6)
2 Shakespearean thief (6)
3 In addition (7)
4 Idle (4)
6 With no assistance (7)
7 Obscenity (8)
8 Traditional air (5,3)
11 Motown (7)
14 Reaped field (7)
17 Mirth (8)
18 Instrument (8)
20 Least coloured (7)
22 Ancient Greek traveller (7)
23 Blameworthy (6)
24 Sea creature (6)
27 Greek letter (4)

COVID-19 ACC.
All of us are currently having our lives affected in one way or another by the coronavirus and, after long thought we are
pausing the awarding of prizes for our competition puzzles. We don't want to risk the health of our adjudicators by asking
them to handle postal entries. It seems fairest to them, (and to those solvers who send postal entries rather than entering
via ACCOLADE entries, who would be disadvantaged) if we treat our puzzles as 'just for fun' until things get back to normal.
We hope that this change is for as short a period as possible, and apologise for any inconvenience caused. All of our puzzles
will continue to be published as usual, just without the chance of winning. For those who may be self-isolating, or may have
their mobility otherwise affected, we shall be republishing some of our choice older puzzles on ACCOLADE as bonuses. These
puzzles will be published with all “cheats” available so that you won’t have to wait for solutions to be published. If you have
any favourite old puzzles that you would like to solve again let Ian know, using his normal ianw@webone.com.au address,
preferably quoting the compiler, an approximate date and the slot. Unfortunately we are not able to retrieve puzzles published
before 2007, but this will give access to well over 1000 puzzles. We hope you enjoy the “oldies”.
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Cryptic
by

JAXA

Across
9 Medicine man, partly ill-educated, used craniotome (7)
10 Turn back about fifty, disallow English facilitator (7)
11 Buddhist philosophy hits badly at high points (7)
12 Guitar style included at class (7)
13 New resort for each publication (9)
15, 1 $0.00833 each neither rare nor expensive (1,4,1,5)
16 Stupid people accept leaders of divine sects, becoming
baptismal products (7)
19 Conservative American women start knitting with ends
of rope, makes it least bright (7)
20 Sound related glow before first light (5)
21 Much performed at the baker's ball? (9)
25 Domiciles with silver included for respectful
activities (7)
26 Do wise-guys tell how much to take? (7)
28 Snack is tastier with the end cut off and nothing
inside (7)
29 Request restless friend to be treated without
prejudice (7)

Down
1 See 15-across
2 Fish for half a minute immediately (6)
3 Heads of Government like using taxation too much (4)
4 Makes sense when a theologian's out of bed (4,2)
5 Scored positive in drink (8)
6 Reasonable, first he exposed blonde (4-6)
7 Middle east activists get wrong intel about dramatic
development (4,4)
8 Most proper clergyman hides glummest heart (8)
14 Bind after academic is wasteful (10)
16 Punch in fruit for lubricant (8)
17 Last aboard animal rescue vessel with me at part of
turkey (4,4)
18 Baltic boss loses a tailor (8)
22 Briefs prepared when world body expires (6)
23 Bit of a worry when child's horse heard in river (6)
24 Literary works declaimed from South America and
South Australia (6)
27 Bowl over by throwing back almonds and cashews (4)

Brian Symons
		

Merv Collins
Kath Harper
Maureen Blake
Bev Cockburn
Ron Carpenter
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Cryptic
by

Zythum

Across
1 Jumbles of rupees and rubles missed in bungled
strip search (9)
6 Sneaky glance reportedly gives offence (5)
9 Vagabond with heavy tread (5)
10 Fashionable old instrument consumed but not
debased (9)
11 Getting along but reportedly in favour of
giving up (10)
12 Decaying bone missing from upper part of leg (4)
14 Cool headwear for Poles (7)
15 Humiliated by a counterfeit English duke (7)
17 Charlie scored a single with middle of ball about the
head (7)
19 Release gang following decapitation of sisters (7)
20 Commanded wicked oriental (4)
22 Fish caught between small lake and river – it walks
on water! (4-6)
25 Medical care of injured tamer in tent (9)
26 Sudden display of energy in Excalibur story (5)
27 One who gets up for a pipe (5)
28 Team management part of the furniture (9)

Down
1 Accommodate option with increased price (3-2)
2 Clean musical entertainment seen on TV (4,5)
3 Praise Miro, otherwise he might put on a show (10)
4 Styles Dior has arranged (7)
5 Grassland State has victory over old
Indian money (7)
6 Pointy end of a quiet dispute (4)
7 Captive in Torquay silo missing journey's end, as it
were (5)
8 Cosmetic watchdog? (9)
13 Upset babe: kiss hot and hard! Tasty stuff on a
stick! (5,5)
14 Action rub replaced warming device (9)
16 Temporary suspensions of synod absent from radio
astronomy organisation (9)
18 Female hunter with cape following flattery up (7)
19 With age not recorded, replaced name with first of
proxies and got later version (7)
21 Finish discourse without a valid conclusion (5)
23 Renegade press boss told off severely (5)
24 Some typical astronomical readings at first light in
the sky (4)

Robyn Wimbush
Robyn McKenzie
Judy Randall
• Very interesting with some ingenious clues. My thanks to the committee for all its efforts.
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AJ
by

InGrid

Solutions begin with the
given letter. Place them
in the grid jigsaw-wise,
where they fit.

A Wood platters for waste receptacles (8)

N Perhaps poison gas holds tense cow mid-air (8)

B Partners on floor lost Doberman collars (8,7)

O Denoting sharp information on element (6)

C Flimsy thing made of a lump of fabric (6)

P Technical school has soft iodine growths (6)

D Oldie played first badly through this type of aerial (6)

Q Crossbreed yard bird swaps hands (8)

E Put away after space enclosed by dyke! (8)

R Brief expressions of feeling over after hotfooted
redeemed (8)

F Gaudy insect eats tree (6)
G German nobleman able to take old mural (8)
H Alternative shrink takes on mixed gin
while rambling (6)
I Inner meditation resolves vagueness (15)
J Pepper trick takes note of negative (8)
K Symbol loses one over negligent signal (6)
L Guiding light in twisted leotards! (8)
M Jet from France gets wrecked in
Canadian Rockies (2,6)

|P|A|G|E| |6|

S Luckily, no miser held back the purchase of a church
office (6)
T Stupid to order a bullfighter (8)
U Promote cargo for website process (6)
V Explosive pair of wings able to be in charge (8)
W Mad workspace loses rep to eccentrics (6)
X The doubting one loses direction after cross article
on tumour (8)
Y Freeholders sign after first yawning exhaustedly (6)
Z Crazier end to Tarzan – that's right! (6)
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Lest we forget

by

Crowsman

Thirteen answers are
major historic battles
of offensives in which
Australian forces
participated. They
are clued only by the
corresponding year.

Across
1 1951 (7)
5 King has no means of security
from smart alec (4-3)
6 1942 (9)
8 Concern is girl’s name (5)
11 1915 (4,4)
13 1942 (6)
15 Integral within diplomacy (6)
16 1916 (8)
18 See 20
19 A flyer returns in tears, getting decorations of the
Order of the Bath (3,7)
22 1945 (7)
23 Third, 1917 (5)
26 Native rodents put back to front after death (7)
27 Heading off for most dangerous mountain (7)
Down
1 Knock oddly with hesitation on Indian fruit tree (5)
2 Local anaesthetic for Sir Michael, perhaps (8)
3 Love mountains’ colour (6)
4 1915-6 (9)
6 Surveying foul odour, admitting unhealthy setup (7)
7 1966 (4,3)
9 Timeless game tore 25’s accessory (7)
10 Passes drinks in elevated spot (7)
12 Choose tool (4)
14 1941 (6)
17 1944 (5,5)
20, 18 1942-3 (4-4)
21 They confused Crowsman with English gas (8)
24 1916 (5)
25 Macbeth, for example, had small place to rest (4)
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Cryptic
by

The Mythics

Some solutions are
expressed in a particular
style, which is not
referred to in the relevant
clues.

Across

Down

1 Accident to lecturer in drinking bout (6)

1 Bachelor residents lose love for university loafers (8)

4 Wise guys, perhaps, put up barrier after grand
denial succeeded (4-4)

2 The Americas reportedly identified line in
declaration (3,5)

10 Single overcame Cockney principal, according to
Spooner (5)

3 Glad you're embracing classy female (4)

11 Hindu teen criminal exposed (2,3,4)

6 Little knowledge about Red's holiday houses (10)

12 Take in drink made by ancient British giant with
right ingredient (4)
13 Opposed to worker with one ... (4)
14 ...superb (but not fast) spread sheet program (5)
16 Depending on reforming Parliament without map (7)
17 Pelt place of concealment (4)
20 Ore deposit content returned to vagrant (4)
21 Tell raced back at speed (7)
24 Bishop takes service for competitor (5)
25 Black peer, say, coming back short of
British money (4)
26 French vineyard died? Rubbish! (4)
28 Animal disease treatable at first with half of
remedies (9)

5 Went to nice Ohio resort – a long way away! (3,6,5)
7 Open bar cuts time for organization (6)
8 Aliens turn hot for new woman (6)
9 Show off loud music son, feel free (3,4,7)
15 Reconditioned mattress, age not good,
reduced price (5,5)
18 Libya initially repressed innate affinity for Bob
Hawke perhaps (8)
19 Insensitive Eastern Australian say, with no heart for
a piece of cake (4,4)
22 Encourage dance exercise (6)
23 Symbolic recurrent number in two integrated
circuits (6)
27 Odd daywear for a colourist (4)

29 Hard work by god of cattle! (5)
30 Rebukes Mark very, very loudly! (5,3)
31 Liable to sink when upset (6)
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Results of Quiz 2/2020. Third letter by

A C C
Crowsman (Len Colgan).
R
Entries: 45.
O Z
Results: 30: P Abbott, W Allen, K Audrins,
O Z
U Axelsen, R Caine, B Cockburn, J Evans, J
W
Fowler, P Garner, R Gooderick, K Harper, D
N O T E S Jones, L Kennedy, J Leaver, J Leigh, G Lemon,
C McClelland, R McKenzie, D Meek, A Miles, E
R
O’Brien, D Parsons, H Perrow, M Potts, D Procter,
L
M Procter, S Shipway, B Siegman, A Simons, R
D
Skinner, N Storey, R Taylor, M Veress, C Wilcox,

Kate Williams, Keith Williams and R Wimbush,
29: G Cole, H Cromer, J Crowe, B Glissan, I Mason, J Randall, B
Symons and I Thompson.

Answers: 1 armrests, 2 boarders, 3 cantered, 4 depletion, 5
deprivation, 6 exciting, 7 finances, 8 Finlander, 9 fluorescent, 10
gangster, 11 gemologist, 12 insanity, 13 levering, 14 mourning, 15
noisiest, 16 patellas, 17 phrenology, 18 porthole, 19 regalism, 20
resigning, 21 restrained, 22 rumination, 23 smoother, 24 streamer,
25 tampered, 26 thorough, 27 unbeaten, 28 unplaced, 29 varnished,
30 windowed.
Setter’s Comments: It was decided to accept ‘depleting’ for #4 and
‘regality’ for #19. However, the problem with giving ‘ruminating’
for #22 is that the subsidiary word ‘ruinating’ is shown as
Shakespearean, archaic or Spenserian in Chambers, whereas
‘ruination’ is a relatively common word. The slips were mainly typos,
with the nature of the quiz minimizing errors, as mentioned so nicely
by Ulla below.

M E M B E R
N E W S

Other Solvers’ Comments:
• Nicely executed quiz – many thanks.
Keith Williams
• A self-checking quiz – how marvellous.
Ulla Axelsen
• Thank you for your enjoyable puzzle.
Drew Meek
• This quiz was good fun, thank you. It was also well designed, to ensure
that we found the single correct answer that you intended. Julie Leigh
• The quiz struck a nice balance between posing a challenge yet not
being so time consuming as to become a chore.
Andrew Miles
• What a great quiz. The English language is so fascinating. What a
difference a single letter can make.
Betty Siegman
• Very clever coming up with all these.
Roy Taylor
• Here is my take on your innovative quiz. I enjoyed the discovery of
the hidden words!
Bev Cockburn
• I thoroughly enjoyed this quiz. Just tough enough to take some effort,
but not enough to cause frustration – not for long anyway! Pat Garner
• What a wonderful play with English words.
Robyn Caine
• What a doozy (but definitely not dozy) quiz. Thank you. Kath Harper
• All I can say is another interesting quiz; don't know how you think
them all up, but keep on keeping on.
Marian Procter
• I really enjoyed this quiz, had to come back to it over and over but
finally think I've got them all – apart from No. 8.
Judy Randall
• Very enjoyable. Regalism had me stumped for a bit. Eileen O’Brien
• Another interesting twist in puzzle ideas.
Mike Potts
• My only doubt is 5 – Deprivation for which I cannot find an exact
definition as given. Close enough I hope. Your innovative puzzles and
quizzes are always worth waiting for.
Jim Fowler
• Once again a very ingenious quiz. A variety of Reference books
required.
Gary Lemon
• Keep these puzzles coming, great fun and a “mind stretcher”! 23 took
me a while, very clever.
Cheryl Wilcox
• Many thanks for this excellent quiz which I found a very interesting
and enjoyable challenge.
Larry Kennedy
• Thank you for this good fun and interesting quiz. There were a few that
I thought had stumped me until the last couple of days but hopefully
I have most of them right.
Hilary Cromer

Membership Renewals for 2020:
C Batum, A Dyer, H Freeman, P
Halkyard, R Shapiro and Rosemary
Wenham.

DONATIONS TO THE 2020 PRIZE FUND ARE GRATEFULLY
ACKNOWLEDGED FROM: Alan Dyer, Hazel Freeman, Peggy
Halkyard and Ron Shapiro.
Sincere thanks to our generous members for their most
big-hearted and magnanimous donations to the ACC Prize
Fund 2020.
__________________________________________________________
VALE JAN PEARCE
We were sorry to hear of the passing of Jan on 23 October
2019 aged 68. Jan joined the ACC in November 2009 and
enjoyed winning the prizes on seven occasions. Jan will be
sadly missed and we thank Jan for her brilliant achievement
in the Australian Crossword Club over many years.
__________________________________________________________
VALE Dr ANNE RENDELL
We were sorry to hear of the passing of Dr Anne Rendell
on 3 January 2020. Dr Rendell joined the ACC in February
1998 and was a successful prizewinner on twelve occasions.
Dr Rendell will be sadly missed and we thank her for her
brilliant achievement in the Australian Crossword Club
over many years.
__________________________________________________________
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Quiz No 4/2020. Body Language by Valkyrie (Ulla
Axelsen).

Answers are in alphabetical order. Consistent with our
policy on Covid-19 (see page 3) the quiz this month is for
your enjoyment only and will not be adjudicated. Answers
will be provided next month. We hope that members enjoy
the quiz and would encourage you to send any comments
to Ulla by email (ullaaxelsen@hotmail.com) so that we can
print them in the magazine. It would be helpful if comments
could be made by 19 April to meet our publication schedule.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

A leg up (10)
Grease someone’s palm with oil (5)
Neck and crop (10)
Make a clean breast of (7)
Bone of contention (12)
Twist round one’s little finger (8)
Give the thumbs up (9)
Up to the elbows (9)
Went belly up (6)
Tooth and nail (8)
On the heels of (9)
Down in the mouth (4)
Bend someone’s ear (8)
Give the cold shoulder (6)
Thick-skinned (11)
Green-eyed monster (8)
Tear one’s hair (6)
Slip of the tongue (7)
In the face of (15)
Bring to one’s knees (8)
Lose one’s head (5)
Shindig (7)
Slap on the wrist (9)
Keep body and soul together (7)
Blood on the carpet (7)
On the nose (9)
Old hand (7)
With open arms (6)
Near the knuckle (1-5)
Spineless (6)
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March 1-2020: Half 'n Half by Leprechaun (Larry Kennedy)
• I really enjoyed the clues for REARRANGE, DISTRAUGHT and
SEDIMENT.
Brian Tickle
• Great way to start the month. Thank you, Leprechaun. 		
		
Ann Millard
• Quite difficult in parts.
Ian Thompson
• Relatively tough with common cross-letters and short clues.
		
Andrew Patterson
• Really enjoyed this combination! Thank you Leprechaun! 		
		
Judy Ferguson
• Nice start for the month, liked 'stays' = 'corset' for
misdirection.
Tony Dobele
• Not the easiest of Slot 1s. Sometimes the straight clues are
trickier than the cryptic ones.
Ulla Axelsen
• I was nearly distraught when I realised that UPHEAVE is a
word.
Jenny Madden
• A great Half’n half to start the month. Nice clues. 		
		
Bev Cockburn
• This seemed a little harder than average for slot 1. Nice one,
though.
Mike Potts
• Thank you for a great puzzle liked the clues for 1, 6, 9, and
18dn. It also looks like DECLUTTERING is on my list for the
next couple of months!!!!
Joan Smith

March 2-2020: Cryptic by Jesso (Noel Jessop)
[A number of members noted that the clue to 3-down lacked a
definition. Editorial apologies!]
• In the early nineties Noel taught me a lot of things about cryptic
crosswords. I remember his generosity every time I solve one of
his puzzles.
Brian Tickle
• Several unsatisfactory clues. L is length, not long. B is blood
group, not bloody. One should not use a synonym of YEOMAN
in clueing YEOMANRY. Et cetera.
Len Colgan
• Who ever heard of the RAUWOLFIA genus of trees let alone
working it into a crossword puzzle? Not to mention good old
Hammurabi – need the codeine and the bismuth!
		
Eileen O’Brien
• Not sure about 'dobe'? Should it be 'dobs'? What exactly does
'destine' mean?
Judy Ferguson
• BIFID or DIGITALIS for clue of the month? Too hard!		
		
Jill Lankshear
• How does one pick the best from a grid full of Jesso clues?
DIGITALIS, I think.
Max Roddick
• Another gem from Jesso. Loved the clue for FANG.		
		
Bev Cockburn
• An excellent collection of clues!
Lynn Jarman
• Some tricky.
Robyn McKenzie
March 3-2020: Cryptic by Nigrum Cattus (Ray Gooderick)
• You'd think with a last name like mine I'd have instantly
interpreted 'verbal brush' in ECCLESIASTICAL. Nup! Great clue!
My COTM. I'd have liked more interconnectivity between the top
and bottom halves of the grid.
Brian Tickle
• ECCLESIASTICAL, EULOGIA and OIL RIG are excellent clues.
It would be better to use a non-Spenserian meaning for TORT
in 19Dn in preference to 'injury'.
Len Colgan
• Some clever clues. I liked 29ac FRED NILE especially.		
		
Ann Millard
• An ecclesiastical theme – nicely done.
Tony Dobele
• Lots of great clues – was feeling very 'religious' until Baldric
popped up and then all I could see was Rowan Atkinson in his
Mr Bean persona!
Eileen O’Brien
• The definition of 6dn requires an adjective ie MYOPIC. 		
		
Roy Taylor
• Preachers, priests, prophets, prisoners and politicians – a
veritable panoply of P's.
Ulla Axelsen
• Fred Nile rofl.
Jenny Madden
• A few fiery preachers (and other assorted religious references)
to remind us to mind our Ps and Qs?
Kath Harper
• Difficult..... all those famous names!
Maureen Blake
• There were some great clues in this entertaining puzzle,
including ELIJAH, FRED NILE, TROPICAL, OIL RIG and, perhaps
best of all, UPWARDS. I wouldn't regard "coax" and "entreat" as
synonymous though.
Andrew Miles
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• Liked EGESTS and BARABBAS.
Max Roddick
• Enjoyable puzzle with great clues.
Bev Cockburn
• Was the ecclesiastical theme deliberate?
Mike Potts
• Loved the clue for EULOGIA. Also liked ELIJAH and
PRISMOID.
Joan Smith
• I found Slot 3 difficult to begin with and had to enlist the help
of my cryptics buddy. Bless you buddy!
Lynn Jarman
• Some wonderful clues. I loved ECCLESIASTICAL especially. 		
		
Robyn McKenzie
March 4-2020: AJ by Manveru (Michael Kennedy)
• Lots of great clues. My favourites were those for GRIEVES,
ORCHESTRATE and RILE.
Brian Tickle
• Brilliant!
Rob Moline
• No complaints here. Fair and clever. SCHISMS and
YACHTSWOMEN were standouts.
Andrew Patterson
• Very enjoyable. Some great 'deflection' clues. Just learned that
'vermilion' is spelt with only one L!
Ulla Axelsen
• Very satisfying to solve these clever and entertaining clues. 		
		
Kath Harper
• An entertaining collection of clues as is usual from Manveru.
		
Ian Thompson
• More great clues here from Manveru, including COMPILERS,
EJECT, ORCHESTRATE, PHILANDER, SCHISMS and
YACHTSWOMEN. I will find it hard to go past GRIEVED for
COTM.
Andrew Miles
• Interesting link – BETRAYER and TURNCOAT. Max Roddick
• Not seeing much Kleenex on the supermarket shelves these
days!
Nea Storey
• Nice link between BETRAYER and TURNCOAT.
Mike Potts
• Enjoyable puzzle: A, D, W and Y were my favourite clues. 		
		
Joan Smith
• Well orchestrated Manveru!
Lynn Jarman
• Great mix of tricky and funny clues!
Robyn McKenzie
March 5-2020: Cryptic by Pentangle (Brian Tickle).
• I thought 4Dn was a neat clue.
Len Colgan
• Some great clues. I managed to work out that the related
solutions were dogs. However, DOGGIES & CANINES caused
some angst.
Ann Millard
• Fun and enjoyable puzzle with its doggie theme. Lots of good
clues – loved the two lazy fish.
Tony Dobele
• Wasn't an earthquake – 'twas my groaning when it finally
dawned on me that "cats initially" wasn't "c"! And hand on heart
– CANE CORSO???
Eileen O’Brien
• Gave COTM to SPEEDOS. Clues for DOGGIES and SUGARY
were clever.
Roy Taylor
• With dogged determination I finally tracked down the common
link. Even though I knew the answers, both clues containing
'reduced by 50%' had me scratching my head until I finally got
that aha moment.
Ulla Axelsen
• Some doozies in this one!! Phew!
Judy Ferguson
• Slot 5 has really gone to the dogs this month! Kath Harper
• Some unusual dogs here... a very enjoyable puzzle to
complete.
Maureen Blake
• All the doggies were "bitsers". Why? Because they were all a
cross! I liked the Australianism in DINGO and SPEEDOS.		
		
Andrew Miles
• DOGGIES for COTM! And I liked DINGO, too. Max Roddick
• The kennels are crowded! So many neat clues vying for my
vote for COTM, especially DOGGIES and SUGARY with the
mathematical trick! In the end I voted for CANINES.Nea Storey
• I have no idea how 1A works but the answer used fits the
theme so...
Richard Skinner
• Very clever!
Julie Crowe
• Pentangle got my COTM for SPEEDOS.
Bev Cockburn
• This was fun.
Mike Potts
• Needed help for CANE CORSO. Loved the puzzle though I did
not find it easy.
Joan Smith
• Favourite clues SHEATHED, SEESAW and DINGO. Thank you
Brian.
Judy Randall
• This one kept me working even after I had spotted the dogs! I
loved DOGGIES.
Robyn McKenzie
• DOGGIES is a very clever clue.
Doreen Jones
• Learnt a lot from the clues and answers.
Lynn Jarman
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Reproduced by kind permission of Noel's daughter, Claire Batum, a long-standing member of the Australian Crossword Club.
Given that the COVID 19 emergency will continue for some time we will not need the Good Grids that were provided for solvers
to submit their puzzles to the adjudicator. The work of one of the founders of the ACC on the cryptic crossword puzzle will be of
interest to many of our members and may help a number of the less-experienced with their solving. A glance through the material
will also provide a good reminder to the more experienced and to compilers of some of the principles that we should adhere to but
sometimes forget. The book itself is out of print so we thought that members may appreciate the chance to revisit some of Noel’s
wise words while we have the space to bring them to you.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Noel Jessop got into making crosswords by chance. Obliged to take four weeks vacation, he had no money to finance a proper
holiday. The previous six months had been busy, resulting in a heavy backlog of housecleaning to be done, including removal
of piles of newspapers. But before taking them to the tip Noel decided to tackle the puzzles neglected during that period.
After a three-day puzzle smorgasbord he was moved by seeing so much sloppiness and error to snort, "I can do better than
that!” “OK, bigmouth," retorted his conscience, "Do it!"
He did, A week's study of diagram design and other aspects of crossword construction revealed that he could do better. An
approach to newspapers elicited the name of the press agent handling media crossword business, Noel sent a sample, and
was asked to do a probationary crossword for a popular weekly magazine. In 1976 the snowball had begun to roll. Noel quit
the work-force in 1979 and survived on crossword earnings until his death. His work was been featured in magazines and
newspapers Australia-wide and also in New Zealand.
To name a few: The Sun-Herald, The Canberra Times, Sunday Telegraph-Mirror, Daily Telegraph-Mirror, Newcastle Herald, The
Bulletin, People Magazine, The Women's Weekly, The Melbourne Herald Sun, Launceston Examiner, Hobart Mercury and the
Wellington Post.
He produced many more than 15,000 puzzles and at one high point was turning out more than 1,100 a year. Yet, Noel's
involvement with cryptics goes even further back. Introduced to them at 13 by his father, he got serious five years later by
taking on The London Times cryptic, regarded, but not unanimously, as the world's best.
For 35 years BC (Before Crosswords) Noel was variously a dairyhand, process worker, apprentice, clerk, chief clerk, controller,
parts manager, supply manager and EDP supervisor in seven different industries. In this period he mastered the art of writing
short fiction, sold 12 short stories to various magazines, then withdrew his expertise when learning that Australia will not pay
its fiction writers a decent wage. He estimated that making crosswords fetches up to ten times the rate for equivalent time spent.
THE CRYPTIC CROSSWORD
Cryptic, according to Chambers English Dictionary, means hidden, secret, mysteriously obscure. Cryptic crosswords are certainly
all of that. Cryptic addicts, and there is no more truly descriptive word for them, form something of a cult. Skilful solvers of
cryptics are held in awe by many of those who attempt, but generally fail to master the devilish things. People who are unable
to come to grips with cryptics at all look upon cryptic crossword experts and their composers as aliens or lunatics. Perhaps
both! Many, perhaps the majority of folk, will take their first look at a cryptic crossword puzzle and hurl it away in angry
frustration, never to return. Alas, they know not what they miss, as any confirmed devotee will avow. The basic problem is
that drop-outs make the understandable mistake of paying heed to the cryptic clue's apparent sense, even when it is painfully
obvious that it is nonsense!
The very first injunction to be given to all who would like to take on the unique challenge of the cryptic is that the surface
sense in the clue, if there happens to be any, almost certainly has nothing whatever to do with the required answer (see Single
Definitions and & Lit. later), and must be studiously, doggedly ignored. No, the apparent sense in the clue will give no help to the
solver. But, if the setter has done his or her work well, the clue will contain everything the solver needs to arrive at the answer.
Despite all the mystique about cryptic crosswords promoted and fostered by the majority of contemporary setters, a cryptic clue
is a piece of code, simply that and nothing more. Let us take a typical clue and rip it apart to see if we can illustrate the point.
Stylish way of working with detective and his irregular (6)
We are looking for a six-letter word which will somehow fit this fanciful phrase. There are two things we can be sure of. Firstly
it will contain a synonym or fair equivalent of the answer, or a word or more that can be fairly taken to indicate it, and secondly
we are definitely not looking for some detective technique as the clue clearly suggests. Without attempting to catalogue the
mental contortions that may be required to unravel this enigma, let's just dissect the thing and see what it all means.
“way of working" represents modus operandi or MO.
Detective can be D, a familiar colloquialism as in DI for Detective inspector.
“his irregular” is the clue-writer's artful way of saying that "His" is garbled (irregular – giving rise (misleadingly) to the Baker
Street irregulars of Sherlock Holmes) and we must therefore consider an anagram of ”his", i.e. ISH!.
Putting it all together we have MO + D + ISH = modish, which is a synonym for stylish. Simple. isn't it?
[To be continued]
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February 6-2020 Swapping Ends by Crowsman (Len
Colgan)
Entries received 64, Correct 53, Success rate 83%.
Compiler’s comments
Across errors occurring twice involving swapping ends were
for SWINDLED and SOUGHT. For the Down clues, there
were three answers of SCARRED instead of SCARLET for
“Mark has reason to re-serve red (7)”. Here, “mark = scar”,
“reason to re-serve = let”, and the definition “red = scarlet”.
Also, a few typos.

Explanations –
For the Across answers, the subsidiary word is also shown.
Across: 1 DUmpSTER, rusted, 4 R(E + CANT)ED, decanter,
10 REN(OUNCE)D, denouncer, 11 O(n) + RATE, Erato, 12
DE(BAT)ER, rebated, 13 hidden, latches, 14 S(WIND)LED,
dwindles, 15 SEC + TOR, rectos, 18 MOD(I)US, sodium,
20 (DE(WOLF)ER)<, deflower, 24 S(EDUCE)R, reduces,
26 SING + LET, tingles, 27 S + MITE, emits, 28 DIG + (IS
FINE)*, signified, 29 RE(SERVE)D, deserver, 30 homoph
"sort", TOUGHS. Down: 1 RID in SEED<, 2 Shelter + AND
+ BLIND, 3 DELUXE* around T, 5 hidden, 6 A(POST)LE,
7 T + RASH, 8 RED< around WELL, 9 SCAR + LET, 16
TO(WE)LLING, 17 MESS + AGE, 18 MIS(US)ER, 19 UNCLE
+ A + Roman, 21 LENTO around GI<, 22 DAT(AS)E + T, 23
BRID(G)E, 25 dd.
Solvers’ Comments
• Superb puzzle!
Ian McKenzie
• A wonderful puzzle with some great clues. I especially like
REFLOWED for 20a and DRIPS for 25d.
Ann Millard
• Another clever concept, keeping the neurons active.
Thoroughly enjoyable.
Roy Taylor
• Yet another novel idea by Crowsman! Michael Kennedy
• BRIDGE and DUSTER were neat, clever clues. Thought
20a (rape = deflower) was a bit forced. Fun. James Leaver
• I think I am easily confused. A very challenging puzzle so
thank you Len.
Robyn Wimbush
• Took a while to get the hang of it ... HOPE I've got them
all correct!
Nea Storey
• Interestingly, we found that the twist in the solving
actually helped so perhaps a little easier than normal for a
Len slot 6? Clever though.
Richard Skinner
• The instructions were a good lesson in comprehension....
I hope I interpreted correctly.
Maureen Blake
• As always with Crowsman specials, great fun. The
straightforward across clues made the solving of the down
clues much easier.
Ulla Axelsen
• It seemed counter-intuitive to bypass the definition in the
clue, but it all worked out in the end – I hope! Kath Harper
• This puzzle is amazing! Starting with the concept and then
producing 30 words that fit this concept and then fitting
them into a crossword! Masterpiece!
Bev Cockburn
• Thanks Len, a great puzzle as always.
Betty Siegman
• An interesting challenge.
Ian Thompson
• Thought there was something amiss with 2-Dn (SAND_
BLIND) until I checked. Its real meaning surprised me. 			
		
Max Roddick
• It was such fun playing with words with reversible
endings. I just loved this puzzle.
Robyn McKenzie
• Brilliant concept! How did you ever find all those words
that meet the criterion for the across clues? Favourite clues
were those for SCARLET and DATA SET.
Brian Tickle
• Diabolical!!! Had three nervous breakdowns (breaksdown?)
and that was only from reading the instructions! 			
		
Eileen O’Brien
• This one was hard work!
Caroline Mackay-Sim
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• Curly but fair. (Like the hair I used to have). Mike Potts
• A brilliant and very interesting puzzle. 			
		
Laurence Kennedy
• Very clever – I really enjoyed this once I got my head
around it! What will you think of next?
Jill Freeland
__________________________________________________________

Explanations for March 2020 Slots 1-5

Note: cd = cryptic definition; dd = double definition; rev or < =
reversal; homophones are noted as "homoph" and words from
which they are derived may be shown in quotes; anagrams
as anag. if straightforward, or (NNNN)*. "Heads" or Tails" are
first or last letters of part of a clue; letters forming solutions
are normally written as capitals and removals as lower
case; hw or hidden = hidden word. Explanations provided
by individual compilers may vary from this format.
Slot 1 Leprechaun. Down: 1 CASH + BACK, 2 REAR +
RANGE, 3 hidden f(EW ER)rors, 5 Cd, 6 D + IST + RAUGHT,
7 AGAIN(st), 8 Anag, 9 dd, 14 (SOULrETREAT)*, 17 cd, 18
SE + DIME + ENT, 20 (DOPE IS + E)*, 21 rev hidden fi(NE
VENU)e, 22 Heads, 24 dd, 26 heads ELAV<.
Slot 2 Jesso. Across: 1 LAND + (FOOD)* round N, 6 B(IF)ID,
9 NIGH + T, 10 cd "viola ting", 11 YEOMAN + RY, 12 CHA
(LE) T, 14 COD (EIN) E, 15 S + T + RUDE + L, 17 V + AI<,
18 REP + LET + E, 20 LODES round UR, 22 (sENATOR)*,
24 DE + CORA + TE, 27 HAM + (A RUM)< + BI, 28 L in
FOSS, 29 dd, 30 GUST + A + TORY. Down: 1 NK in LAY, 2
(DIOR + GEN)<, 3 OS + RT< + IS in ACE, 4 dd, 5 DO + OM,
6 B + RASH, 7 ILL in FRED, 8 DIGITS round ALI, 13 PRIES
round (TALES)*, 14 C + ARGOS + HIP, 16 RAW around U
+ Outline + (FAIL)*, 19 PAN + A + MAS, 21 (AI + BLOOD)*,
23 TR round RUE, 25 E + S + SAY, 26 FAN + G.
Slot 3 Nigrum Cattus. Across: 8 (AB + BA) in BARS, 9
Anag, 11 Anag, 12 GROUP + IE [ISIS - heavy metal band],
13 ECCLES + I(A)S + homoph "tickle", 14 homoph "tolled",
15 anag, 17 hidden, 22 (J + PANTHEIST + BOTH)*, 26 BALD
+ R + IC, 27 (MACABRE - AB + RN)*, 28 (JAIL)* in HE<,
29 F + RED NILE. Down: 1 A + MEN around BUT + T, 2
T(R)OPICAL, 3 OB(LATE)S, 4 hidden, 5 (G + L + AEIOU)*,
6 MY + OPIAtes, 7 Anag, 10 LEGRESTS - RL(sides), 16 (E)
THI(C)S, 18 SIR< in PM + O + ID, 19 TORT in EX EDitor,
20 ENT + RE + AT, 21 US round (P+WA+RD), 23 cd, 24
COR in BIN, 25 ABBE + Y.
Slot 4 Manveru. A dd, B (ART)* in BEY + ER, C (C + SIMPLE
+ OR)*, D DO+MAIN, E E(J for r)ECT, F (FENNECS + N)*, G
(GRAVESIDE - A,S)*, H hidden calipHONOURs, I (AGENCIES
- N)*, J dd, K cd, L g(LOBULAR), M Spooner - "ho mare",
N hidden (bewaRE VET ONline)<, O (THE REACTORS)*,
P (I PLAN, D & HER)*, Q QU+A+R+T+O, R R+I+L+E, S
S+CHI+SMS, T TURN+CO+A+T, U hidden - pUNCH A
STEpchild, V REV< + MIL(l)ION, W W+HOLE+homoph
"sum", X cd, Y (THEYOWNMACS)*, Z Z+A+N+Y.
Slot 5 Pentangle. Across: 1 Swap M for D in MOGGIES,
5 CA + NINE + S, 9 C(OR)GI, 10 Homophone + DANcE, 11
(SOCCER ON A )*, 12 EX + ACT, 13 OR + BallS, 15 < A
LAM + MUTE, 19 S(EArLY)HAM, 20 Hidden, 23 Homphone
didn't go, 25 GR(EYH)OUND, 27 sALSA + SATIN*, 28
Initials, 29 S(PEED)OS, 30 <FLOW + DO + G. Down: 1
DEC + OCT, 2 G(RAID ON)*LAd, 3 AIL< in IC, 4 Swap MM
for G in SUMMARY, 5 ROMANCES*, 6 R(OT)ENAMED*,
7 NY(A)LA, 8 SHE + DEATH*, 14 BOY + Swap C for PL in
Poland, 16 UN + DA(hUNTEr)D, 17 US + CARED* + S, 18
<ANG(<MAR)ST*, 21 SEES + AWe, 22 ID + LING, 24 Swap
O for IS in NOSE, 26 cLOTHE*s.
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